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Introduction; 

   Regulatory sequences is a segment of a nucleic acid  molecule which is capable of increasing 

and decreasing the expression of a specific genes within  an organism(4,6). Regulatory regions 

can be found in conserved non-coding sequences(4,6). Conserved non-coding sequences are 

associated with transcription factors binding sites(4,6). Transcription factors are proteins that bind 

to a  specific DNA sequence. Transcription factors does many thing. For example, They are called 

activators when they activate transcription by facilitating the productive formation between the 

RNA polymerase and the promoter(7). In the other hand, they are called repressor when they 

inhibit the transcription by preventing RNA polymerase from forming the productive complex 

with the promoter(7).  

   Applying a known method with a known results to other cases of interest looking for 

similarity and generality between results is a well known approach in research. Indeed, in their 

paper “ Extracting regulatory sites from the upstream region of yeast genes by computational 

analysis of oligonucleotide frequencies”, Van Helden J, André B, and Collado-Vides method 

was based on detection of over represented oligonucleotide and estimate their statistical 

differences. Then they detect an already known upstream sequence case with a high statistical 

significance, then they said that unknown motifs with high statistical significance upstream 

sequences might be a good candidate of a new putative regulatory sequence. After reading their 

paper which inspired me a lot. I started to ask myself the following question “Can I apply a 

known method/tool with a known results to other phages and get the same/similar result?”, so I 



started searching and reading about methods. Then, I found the following method “Examine the 

proven Repressor and Cro  binding sites (operators) of Phage Lambda” in Jeff Elhai's website(2). 

After being introduced to this method, the question I had and the focus of my project became 

“Would I find some sort of generality between operators of different phages?”. 

 

Method; 

    To be able to do the unknown, I started with the known case trying to master it. I went to 

 biobike which is a web-based environment enabling biologists with little programming expertise to 

combine tools, data, and knowledge(3),  knowing the 3 operators of phage Lambda, and those 

operators are OR1 TATCACCGCCAGAGGTA, OR2 TAACACCGTGCGTGTTG, and OR3 

TATCACCGCAAGGGATA. The first thing I did is finding phage lambda in biobike and used the 

following command (ORGANISM/S-NAMED 

"Lambda"), and I found phage Lambda name which is Escherichia-phage-lambda. The second 

thing I did is motifs-in. Figure1 shows how I called motifs-in in biobike with all my values and 

variables. Motifs in shows the most common repeated sequences that might be a good candidates 

to become operators in their gene inside the genome. 
 

  

 

 

Figure1. Motifs-in function in biobike. 

   After calling the motifs-in, a new page started that has all the information and the outcome of 

the function motifs-in. Figure 2 shows the outcome. There are some genes mentioned more than 

http://biobike.phantome.org/help/function?PKG=ALAZEMI8917480&PACKAGE=BBI&SYMBOL=ORGANISM%2FS-NAMED


once that has the repeated sequence . For example, the gene lambdap49 is mentioned 3 times 

which means that the repeated sequence exists 3 times inside lambdap49 which is interesting. On 

the other hand, Lambda-1049 is mentioned twice and this is interesting too, and now we don't 

know which gene has the operator and which sequence might be the operator for the repressors 

because both genes are a good candidates to contain the operators. So something has to be done to 

solve this!.   
 

 

    

 
  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. The outcome of the function motifs-in in biobike. 

 

 I went back to biobike to call a function that might be helpful in this case, and might give us a 

clue to, which one of these two genes is the one that has the operators and the function might give us an 

idea about where to look. This function is called “gene/s-descried-by”. Figure 3A shows how to call the 

gene/s-descried-by function. I put “repressor” because I wanted the function to look for genes that has 

repressors in phage Lambda for me. Figure 3B shows the outcome of the function gene/s-descried-by. 

It mentioned 3 genes that have repressors and those 3 genes are lambdap44, lambdap59, and lambda-

1049. Now that we know which genes has repressors, we go back to motifs-in and look for repeated 

sequences in these specific genes because there is a big chance that those repeated sequences are the 

operators.        



 

Figure3A. gene/s-descried-by function in biobike, figure 3B is the outcome of the gene/s-descried-by 

function. 

   

 After going back to motifs-in outcome, we look for repeated sequences for the genes that have 

repressors. In figure 2,  there is no mention for the gene lambda59 and lambdap44. On the other hand, 

lambda-1049 is mentioned twice. After picking lambda-1049 as the biggest candidate of having the 

operators, we want to check and see the genes surrounding lambda-1049. Figure 4 A shows a biobike 

function that helps us view the sequences of each gene  in a specific phage or bacterium. Figure 4 B is 

the outcome of the function “sequence-of”, and the outcome is called sequence-viewer. You can see in 

figure 4 B, the gene lambda-1049 is next to the gene lambdap57. And they are going on opposite 

direction of each other and this is interesting. Now, we want to find the operators and their position 

inside the gene.  



Figure4A. The function sequence-of in biobike, figure4B the sequence-viewer which is the outcome of 

the function sequence-of.  

   

 We go back to motifs-in in figure 2 for the last time and pick the repeated sequences of gene 

lambda-1049 in the first place then pick the repeated sequences of lambdap57. So we pick 

ATCCCTTGCGGTGAT from lambda-1049 , AACACGCACGGTGTT from lambda-1049, and 

ACCTCTGGCGGTGAT from lambdap57. Now we go to the sequence-viewer showed in figure 5 A to 

find these sequences. I found the sequences of lambda57 directly in the sequence-viewer. When I tried 

to search for the sequences of lambda-1049, I didn't find them directly, so I used a function of biobike 

called “Inversion-of” showed in figure 5 B to have the complementary sequences of these sequences. 

Then, I went back and searched for them and I found them directly as it is showing in figure 5 A in grey 

after using the “Inversion-of”. 

 

 



Figure5A. Is the sequence-viewer of the intergenic sequence between gene lambda-1049 and 

lambdap57, figure 5B is a function of biobike called “Inversion-of”. 

 In figure 6, is the genes map of phage lambda, you can see the gene lambda-1049 in blue going 

the opposite way of the gene lambdap57 in red and the area of interest that has the operators is what 

between them.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure6. The genes map of phage lambda. 

 After having an experience with the known case, I did the exact same steps and process with 21 



different phages of different families. Those phages are  Acinetobacter-phage-Ac42, 

Aeromonas-phage-25, Bacillus-phage-1, Burkholderia-phage-Bcep1, Chlamydia-phage-2, Clostridium-

phage-39-O, Enterobacteria-phage-13a, Escherichia-phage-933W, Klebsiella-phage-K11, 

Lactobacillus-johnsonii-prophage-Lj928, Lactococcus-I34phage-bIL170, Listeria-phage-A006, 

Mycobacterium-phage-244, Pseudomonas-phage-119, Salmonella-phage-c341, Staphylococcus-phage-

187, Streptococcus-phage-2972, Synechococcus-phage-S-PM2, Vibrio-phage-K139, Xanthomonas-

phage-Cf1c, and Yersinia-phage-Berlin. 

 

Results; 

 

  In order for me to be able to find generality between operators of different phages, I had done 

all the steps and process of phage lambda above to 21 different phage. But, the results weren't what I 

expected. For example, eight phages out of the 21 phages don't have repressors, and I eliminate them 

from the study. Those phages are Chlamydia-phage-2, Enterobacteria-phage-13a, Klebsiella-phage-

K11, Lactococcus-I34phage-bIL170, Mycobacterium-phage-244, Pseudomonas-phage-119, 

Xanthomonas-phage-Cf1c, and Yersinia-phage-Berlin. In addition to that, two phages of the 21 didn't 

give me a map of their genes for the following reason “ Can't at present display maps of linear 

replicons”. And those phages are Aeromonas-phage-25 and Staphylococcus-phage-187. So I've left 

with 11 phages to work with. Out of those 11 phages, just 3 phages have similarity to phage lambda. 

And those phage are Bacillus-phage-1, Listeria-phage-A006, and Lactobacillus-johnsonii-prophage-

Lj928. 

   

    Bacillus-phage-1 is the first similar phage to phage lambda. It similar to phage lambda 

because it went through all the process and steps that phage lambda went through, and it gave me 



similar outcome. For example, as you can see in figure 7 A, those are the most common repeated 

sequences of Bacillus-phage-1from motifs-in. Then, you can see in figure 7 B what genes has 

repressors in Bacillus-phage-1. And you can see in figure 7 C the two genes that has the intergenic 

sequences that have the opreators in Bacillus-phage-1, are going on opposite side of each other as in 

phage lambda and you can compare it with figure 4 B of phage lambda. I tested the sequences and 

check them in sequence-viewer and they are similar to operators of phage lambda. Anyone can go back 

to the method and do all the steps that I did with phage lambda to Bacillus-phage-1 and he/she will get 

similar outcome.   

 

Figure7A. The most repeated sequences in motifs-in of  Bacillus-phage-1, figure7B is the genes of  

Bacillus-phage-1 that have repressors, figure 7C is the genes that have repressors and their coordinates 

in sequence-viewer of biobike. 

 



 The second similar phage to lambda is Listeria-phage-A006. What I said in the paragraph 

above, is the same with Listeria-phage-A006 . Listeria-phage-A006 similar to phage lambda because it 

went through all the process and steps that phage lambda went through, and it gave me similar 

outcome. For example, as you can see in figure 8 A, those are the most common repeated sequences of 

Listeria-phage-A006 from motifs-in. Then, you can see in figure 8 B what genes has repressors in 

Listeria-phage-A006. And you can see in figure 8 C the two genes that has the intergenic sequences 

that have the opreators in Bacillus-phage-1, are going on opposite side of each other as in phage 

lambda and you can compare it with figure 4 B of phage lambda. I tested the sequences and check them 

in sequence-viewer and they are similar to operators of phage lambda.   

Figure8A. The most repeated sequences in motifs-in of  Listeria-phage-A006, figure 8B is the genes of 

Listeria-phage-A006 that have repressors, figure 8 C is the genes that have repressors and their 

coordinates in sequence-viewer of biobike. 

 



 As I gave two examples for the operators of two different phages that I believe they are similar 

to the operators of phage lambda, I will give and show two other phages that I don't believe they have 

any generality with phage lambda. The first phage is Vibrio-phage-K139. So I picked the most repeated 

sequence of the function motifs-in. And they all lie on the gene K139.K139p21 and K139.K139p22 as 

you can see in figure 9 A. Then I went to biobike to find what are the genes that have repressors, I 

found one gene which is K139.K139p06 and you can see that in figure 9 B. There is more than one 

problem in here. One of which, is that none of the repeated sequences is in gene K139.K139p06 which 

means that those repeated sequences are not operators that a repressor can bind to. One other problem 

is when you take a look at figure 9 C, you see that the gene K139.K139p06 and the surrounding genes 

of it, are moving or going in the same direction and that made me confused because when I saw the 

map of Vibrio-phage-K139, I didn't see any blue genes either front or behind K139.K139p06. In 

contrast, I saw the K139.K139p21 and K139.K139p22 are going to the opposite direction of each other. 

So I believe that those sequences act and seem like a operators. But, they are not mentioned any where 

as a repressor. If I want to conclude about this genes and sequences, I would say that this exact phage 

Vibrio-phage-K139 and its following genes K139.K139p21, K139.K139p22, and K139.K139p06 need 

to be studied more and more.      

 

   

 

 



Figure9A.The most repeated sequences in motifs-in of  Burkholderia-phage-Bcep1, figure 9B is the 

genes of Burkholderia-phage-Bcep1 that have repressors, figure 9 C is the genes that have repressors 

and their coordinates in sequence-viewer of biobike.  

 

  

 

 

 The second phage is Burkholderia-phage-Bcep1. So I picked the most repeated sequence of the 

function motifs-in. And they all lie on two different places in the genome, the first place is between the 

gene Bcep.Bcep1-53 and Bcep.Bcep1-54, and the second place is between the gene Bcep.Bcep1-20 and 

the gene Bcep.Bcep1-21 as you can see in figure 10 A. Then I went to biobike to find what are the 

genes that have repressors, I found one gene which is Bcep.Bcep1-62 and you can see that in figure 10 

B. There is more than one problem in here. One of which, is that none of the repeated sequences is in 

gene Bcep.Bcep1-62 which means that those repeated sequences are not operators that a repressor can 

bind to. One other problem is when you take a look at figure 10 C, you see that the gene Bcep.Bcep1-

62 and the surrounding genes of it, are moving or going in the same direction and that made me 

confused because when I saw the map of Burkholderia-phage-Bcep1, I didn't see any blue genes either 

front or behind Bcep.Bcep1-62. In contrast, I saw the Bcep.Bcep1-20 and Bcep.Bcep1-21 in one place 



and Bcep.Bcep1-20 and Bcep.Bcep1-21 in another place are going to the opposite direction of each 

other. So I believe that those sequences act and seem like a operators. But, they are not mentioned any 

where as a repressor. If I want to conclude about this genes and sequences, I would say that this exact 

phage Burkholderia-phage-Bcep1 and its following genes , Bcep.Bcep1-53, Bcep.Bcep1-54, 

Bcep.Bcep1-20, and Bcep.Bcep1-21 need to be studied more and more.  

 

Figure10A.The most repeated sequences in motifs-in of  Vibrio-phage-K139, figure 10B is the genes of 

Vibrio-phage-K139 that have repressors, figure 10 C is the genes that have repressors and their 

coordinates in sequence-viewer of biobike. 

 

 

   

 



 The operators of three of the 11 phages are similar to the operators of phage lambda and that is 

27.2%. Phage lambda is not even similar to 50% of these phages. Unfortunately, looking for generality 

between operators that the operators binds to between different phages from different phage families, 

reached a dead end. And the best way to conclude this experiment is that phage Lambda, Bacillus-

phage-1, Listeria-phage-A006 , and Lactobacillus-johnsonii-prophage-Lj928 have a 

similarity/generality between their operators that the repressors bind to. 

 

 When I was about to conclude my research, I saw some thing interesting in one phage among 

the phages I did my research with. The phages is Bacillus-phage-1 and the interesting thing is that the 

operators of phage Bacillus-phage-1 that the repressors binds to, are four as you can see in figure 7 A. 

But when I went to sequences-viewer on the phage Bacillus-phage-1 in biobike, I found that those four 

operators are actually two operators because in sequence-viewer, they lay in just two identical 

sequences and they might be internally palindromic sequences. The following figure, figure 11 shows 

what I mean. The two highlighted in yellow sequences are where the 4 operators lay. And the bases in 

bold shows the palindromic part.  

Figure11. A part of sequence-viewer of the area of interest of  Bacillus-phage-1. 

 

 

 



 What I did next is that I went to biobike to check wither what happening with these sequences is 

random or not. I did a program in a repeated-function function of biobike to check the palindromic 

sequence of 100 different random DNA sequences of the length of 47 nucleotides as shown in figure 

12. But first I did it with only the sequence of interest which is the following sequence 

“AAATGTAACTTTTACATTACATATTGTAAATCAAAATTTACACAGAG”.  And I got 28 matches 

of the complementary sequences with the original sequence. Then I did the function with the random 

100 DNA sequences that have a length of 47 nucleotide. And the I found 6 sequences that have 26 

matches of their complementary sequences to their original sequences. And I found many that have 22, 

24 , and 20 matches. And I found one that has 34 matches and another one that has 30. So it seems that 

the sequence of interest is more random than not random or to be honest the function I did and the 

program didn't answer or didn't get me what I was looking for and I wasn't satisfied the out come that I 

got. So I decided to do things by hand.  

 

 

Figure12. Repeat function on biobike and the values and variables is to check the palindromic sequence 

of 100 different random DNA sequences of the length of 47.  

 After deciding to do it by hand, I grabbed a piece of paper and a pin and draw whats on figure13 



with a help from Jeff Elhai. I discovered that this sequence is partially palindromic. But the way of it 

being partially palindromic is strange and interesting. As you can see in figure 13, A is palindromic to A 

in one side and I palindromic to the other side of the sequence. In addition to that, B is palindromic to 

the B of the other side of the sequence. It is interesting and confusing at the same time.   

Figure13. A hand written explanation of the area and sequence of interest.  

 At the end, the only reasonable sense I tried to make of these 2 or 4 sequences is that instead of 

being 2 long sequences that are mentioned 4 times, you might cut the sequence in half and get 4 short 

sequences that are similar to each other because of the fact that the two sequences are partially 

palindromic. In other word and in more details, the sequence instead of being long as the following 

“AAATGTAACTTTTACATTACATATTGTAAATCAAAATTTACACAGAG”, it can be divided to the 

following two sequences “TGTAAATCAAAATTTACA” and “TGTAACTTTTACATTACA”. 

 In conclusion I wish I can keep going with these sequences and try to make sense of them but I 

cant because of other projects that i'm involved in. These sequences should be studied more and more 

because they have the potential to be something huge and important.    
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